Accurate structural annotation depends on well-trained gene prediction programs.
predictions was considerably shorter, a trend that has been previously discussed in 7 prediction is made, we also trained AUGUSTUS in its isochore-sensitive mode and used 1 3 6 it to make gene predictions within MAKER. Overall, the MAKER six HMMs annotation 1 3 7 produced more genes than any other annotation strategy tested here ( File 2: Table S1 ). MAKER run with only SNAP identified more evidence supported 1 3 9 genes than either AUGUSTUS alone trained with randomly chosen training data or the 1 4 0 isochore-specific AUGUSTUS protocol. Only a few hundred more genes were generated 1 4 1 by the isochore-specific AUGUSTUS annotation than by the randomly trained 1 4 2 AUGUSTUS HMM. Using randomly trained SNAP with either randomly trained or 1 4 3 isochore-specific AUGUSTUS produced similar numbers of gene predictions but more 1 4 4 than when MAKER is run with any of these programs alone. The number of AED 0.5 1 4 5 gene predictions follows a similar trend to the total number of gene predictions made by 1 4 6 any annotation protocol (Table 1 ; Additional File 2: Table S1 ; Additional File 3: Fig. S1 ). However, as more genes are identified by a particular annotation method, the proportion 1 4 8 of AED 0.5 genes decreases. The isochore-specific AUGUSTUS and the randomly trained For any machine learning protocol, different sets of training data can lead to 1 5 2 slightly different prediction results. To ensure that the results that we observed when we 1 5 3 trained SNAP and AUGUSTUS on high and low GC content training data sets were not 1 5 4 random, we repeated the standard MAKER annotations three times using independently 1 5 5 generated training data. The number of predicted gene models differed by less than 150 1 5 6 in the three randomly replicated standard MAKER annotations (Additional File 2: Table   1 5 7 S2), and the AED cumulative frequency plots were nearly identical (Additional File 3: GC and low-GC SNAP and AUGUSTUS HMMs were used in addition to the regularly 2 2 7 trained SNAP and AUGUSTUS HMMs to predict genes within MAKER (Fig. 3) .
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We tested the six HMMs protocol by reannotating the O. sativa genome, and we 2 2 9 identified 29,942 genes with transcript, protein or Pfam protein domain support. As 2 3 0 expected, when MAKER predicted genes in the O. sativa genome using either the high-2 3 1 GC or low-GC SNAP and AUGUSTUS HMMs, the GC content of the resulting gene 2 3 2 predictions were shifted higher or lower, respectively, compared to the GC content of 2 3 3 genes predicted by the standard MAKER protocol (Fig. 2) . Furthermore, the GC content 2 3 4 distribution of genes predicted by the MAKER six HMMs protocol also showed a shift of 2 3 5 the bimodal peaks to higher and lower GC values (Fig. 2) . Importantly, most gene 2 3 6 predictions made by the MAKER six HMMs annotation overlapped with loci predicted 2 3 7 by the standard MAKER protocol, but in 3,740 of these cases, the predictions made by 2 3 8 the MAKER six HMMs protocol were improved over the standard MAKER predictions 2 3 9 as shown by the better evidence support (i.e. lower AED scores) ( Fig. 4E, 4F ). This 2 4 0 indicates that the high and low GC HMMs were often able to improve upon gene 2 4 1 predictions made by the more generally trained gene prediction programs.
4 2
In addition to improving the annotation of many genes, we also identified novel 2 4 3 genes using this protocol. We found 651 genes that had been identified by high-GC or 2 4 4 low-GC SNAP or AUGUSTUS HMMs but that had not been predicted using the standard 2 4 5 MAKER pipeline. Of these newly identified genes, 372 were also not found in the most by the high-GC or low-GC HMMs that were previously found in the MSU-RGAP 2 4 8
Release 7 were likely predicted by MSU-RGAP due to the use of Fgenesh for gene 2 4 9 1 2 identification, which may have its own biases related to GC content [20, 32] , or due to the 2 5 0 use of different transcript and protein evidence (Additional File 1). Additionally, the 2 5 1 MSU-RGAP annotation was improved by PASA, which improves de novo gene 2 5 2 predictions with transcript alignment evidence, and therefore, PASA is likely not biased 2 5 3 by GC content in the same way that HMM-based gene prediction programs can be 2 5 4 affected [33] . Furthermore, 90 of the novel genes identified by the high-GC and low-GC HMMs were found to be orthologous to genes from other grass species or to other 2 5 6 MAKER six HMMs gene predictions within O. sativa (Additional File 5). Additional 2 5 7 support for the novel gene predictions comes from examining a TRAP sequencing data 2 5 8 set that indicates that 67% of these new predictions are being actively transcribed in three "expressed" meaning that they have may only have transcript support. An additional 2 6 5 1,365 MSU-RGAP genes missing from the six HMMs annotation are described as 2 6 6 "hypothetical", which indicates that they have no transcript or protein support, but they 2 6 7 may contain a conserved protein domain (Additional File 1). The expressed and 2 6 8 hypothetical MSU-RGAP genes are the genes with the weakest support from that 2 6 9 annotation project. Some of the MSU-RGAP hypothetical genes may not pass the 2 7 0 stringent evidence test that was applied to the MAKER six HMMs gene predictions EST and FL-cDNA sequences that were not used in this report. This difference in 2 7 5 evidence will have an effect on the genes predicted by MAKER [11] . Finally, the 2 7 6 MAKER six HMMs annotation was filtered to remove any predictions that had homology 2 7 7 to known transposable elements (TE) and Pfam domains. The MSU-RGAP genes were 2 7 8 also filtered to flag any genes with matches to a library of TE sequences, but these two 2 7 9 methods were necessarily different and could have resulted in the removal of different 2 8 0 subsets of TE-related gene predictions. All of these reasons can help to explain why 2 8 1 7,004 MSU-RGAP genes are not present in our six HMMs MAKER annotation. Interestingly, there may be additional unrecognized parameters that could be used 2 8 3 to improve gene prediction besides our strategy of training gene prediction HMMs in a 2 8 4 GC-specific fashion. In the six HMMs annotation, some low GC predictions were 2 8 5 generated by the high GC HMMs, and some high GC predictions came from the low GC HMMs (Fig 4A, 4B ). While these could be cases of identical gene models being created 2 8 7 by two or more HMMs at a particular locus with MAKER randomly retaining only one 2 8 8 prediction as the final model for the locus, we also observed novel low GC predictions simple GC content were present in the high and low GC HMMs that allowed the 2 9 2 prediction of novel low and high GC genes, respectively. It has been known that the GC content of genes used to train gene prediction 2 9 4
HMMs can affect the accuracy of gene predictions [1, 6] . The AUGUSTUS gene finder has an isochore-sensitive protocol that was developed in order to more accurately predict 2 9 6 mammalian genes. Despite the fact that isochores do not exist in plants (Fig. 1; [12, 13] ), 2 9 7 we used the isochore-sensitive AUGUSTUS protocol to predict genes in O. sativa, but 2 9 8 we did not see a substantial difference in the number or quality of predicted gene models 2 9 9 or a change in overall GC content distribution of those gene predictions (Additional File 3 0 0 3: Figs. S1, S2). This result was expected as gene GC content is not well correlated with 3 0 1 the GC content of the surrounding genomic region, and therefore, partitioning the training 3 0 2 data before training the gene prediction programs was found to be more effective at Given the importance of accurate gene prediction to downstream genomics 3 0 5 applications, the GC-specific MAKER protocol described here will be of use to those 3 0 6 working on the structural annotation of any species with a bimodal distribution of GC 3 0 7 content. MAKER is a powerful tool that enables research groups of any size to pursue 3 0 8 structural annotation of sequenced genomes and, with the addition of this protocol, will 3 0 9 aid in more accurate gene prediction. In this paper we presented a new GC-specific MAKER annotation protocol that 3 1 3 was used to successfully identify new evidence supported gene models in Oryza sativa 3 1 4 with high and low GC content. This new method also improved 13% of gene models training protocols for the SNAP and AUGUSTUS ab initio gene prediction programs as 3 1 7 well as the isochore-sensitive AUGUSTUS gene prediction method showed that by training gene prediction HMMs with data representing multiple ranges of GC content and 3 1 9 allowing MAKER to pick the best ab initio gene prediction generated by multiple gene 3 2 0 prediction HMMs, it is possible to create a final gene annotation set that includes large 3 2 1 numbers of both improved and novel gene predictions. The novel gene predictions are TRAP-sequencing has shown that a majority of these new predictions are being actively allows researchers to produce quality genome annotations. This new method will be an 3 2 7 important addition to those interested in the prediction of genes in regions of extreme GC 3 2 8 content in Poaceae genomes but will probably be generally applicable for species with 3 2 9 narrow, unimodal gene GC distributions as well. Information Sequence Read Archive (NCBI-SRA) (Additional File 2: Table S3) MAKER pipeline to mask repetitive elements. Transcript assemblies and protein 3 5 1 sequences described above were used as evidence to aid gene predictions. calls. An abbreviated description of the standard MAKER pipeline is given here, and 3 5 5 details about the extended GC-specific MAKER pipeline are given below. As MAKER 3 5 6 is run iteratively, repeat masking and evidence alignment was performed during an initial be found elsewhere [1, 19, 36] . We use a custom shell script, train_augustus.sh, which 3 6 5 trains the AUGUSTUS HMM in only a few hours for most species. The train_augustus.sh shell script prepares training and testing data sets and makes use of 3 7 2 the autoAug.pl training script from AUGUSTUS to create the appropriate HMM files. All transcript sequences that were used as evidence during the initial MAKER run must 3 7 8 be placed into a single transcript fasta file and provided here as those sequences will be 3 7 9 used during the AUGUSTUS HMM training. The species name provided for the HMM 3 8 0 training will be used to name the directory that holds all of the files for the new HMM writes the species-specific HMM directory. On a shared compute system, it may be 3 8 5 necessary to make a local installation of AUGUSTUS and to then point MAKER to that The annotation GFF3 file, the transcript and protein fasta files and the hmmscan results Despite our use of a custom repeat library that was used for masking repeat 4 1 6 elements in the genome, some TE-related genes remain unmasked, and we performed identified for each of these annotations, which were used for comparisons to the final 4 6 8 GC-specific six HMMs annotation described below. In order to train high and low GC-specific HMMs for SNAP and AUGUSTUS, it specific HMM training (Fig. 3) . After generating the GFF3 file describing the transcript- MAKER_GC_training_set_create.py script will create high-GC and low-GC GFF3 files 5 0 5 that can be used for training SNAP and AUGUSTUS. MAKER_GC_training_set_create.py --input_file_gff <path to As detailed in Figure 3 , this script is run after est2genome transcript alignment to create After the creation of high and low GC SNAP and AUGUSTUS HMMs, a final 5 2 0 MAKER run is performed using the standard, high and low GC HMMs at the same time. When using multiple SNAP and AUGUSTUS HMMs for this six HMMs annotation, 5 2 2 predictions from the different HMMs can be identified by providing the path to a specific 5 2 3 HMM, a colon, and an HMM-specific identifier (see below). Providing a comma- set composed of gene models with transcript, protein or Pfam domain support was 5 4 5 created using the same protocol that was used above for the standard annotation. To assess the impact of GC specific HMM training on the structural annotation of The outputs of these steps are three GFF3 files containing the coordinates of randomly predictions generated by alternative MAKER approaches. predictions, average transcript length and AED 0.5 of the three randomly replicated 7 0 9 standard MAKER annotations. Table S3 . RNA-seq transcript evidence used in the 7 1 0 reannotation of the Oryza sativa genome. Oryza sativa using various ab initio prediction methods. Figure S3 . AED curves of 7 1 6 MAKER annotations of Oryza sativa using HMMs trained with randomized training data. for each orthogroup that contains at least one novel high or low GC prediction. Novel 7 2 9 genes are indicated by bold text. improves the B73 RefGen_v3 gene models and identifies new genes. Plant Physiol. Decoding the massive genome of loblolly pine using haploid DNA and novel assembly 
